Security Threat Landscape
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Smaller organizations often
assume cyber criminals only
target large and well-established
businesses.

Your
Organization
is an Ideal
Target

Smaller organizations lack the
resources to make data breaches
disappear.
Cybercriminals target nonprofits and
associations to obtain sensitive
information about their members
and donors.
Smaller organizations are more
penetrable as they have lesser
networks than larger organizations
Smaller organizations don’t invest in
proper security measures due to
lack of time, expertise and budget

Security Threat Landscape

-Conduct e-commerce on its website, such as processing
donations or event registrations.
-Collect information on preferences and habits of donors,
patrons, newsletter subscribers, etc.

-Store and transfer (such as by sending to the cloud)
“personally identifiable information,” about anyone, including
donors? (Common examples of personally identifiable
information include clients’ medical information; employee
records, including drivers’ licenses, addresses, and social
security numbers.)
-Restrict privileges: There’s absolutely no reason to give
regular employees—let alone temporary volunteers—
administrative privileges and allow them to make changes to
critical systems.

-Create strong passwords: Employees must be trained to
use unique passwords and avoid password reuse. A
password manager app can help achieve this goal, and it
also enables secure password sharing between
employees.
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-Keep software updated: Outdated software allows cybercriminals to exploit
known vulnerabilities and slip past cybersecurity defenses. Frequent software
updates can paradoxically minimize the downtime associated with them since
things are less likely to break with smaller, incremental updates.
-Train employees: Employees should be taught to recognize phishing emails and
avoid malicious websites. It’s best to demonstrate the tactics and techniques
used by cybercriminals with real-world examples and mock attacks.

Trusted Network

-Outsource cybersecurity: Nonprofits and associations with a small or nonexistent IT department should consider outsourcing their cybersecurity to
experts instead of burdening their team with even more responsibilities.

Today’s IT environment is challenging
Firewall, PC antivirus, email filtering and backup
were sufficient to protect your organisation
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With data moving to the cloud, increased mobile access and cybercriminals getting more
and more sophisticated. Times have changed.

Microsoft Demo
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Data Loss
Prevention
Data loss prevention (DLP) helps to prevent the unintentional or accidental sharing of
sensitive information.

DLP examines email messages and files for sensitive information, like a credit card
number. Using DLP you can detect sensitive information and act such as:
• Log the event for auditing purposes.
• Display a warning to the end user who is sending the email or sharing the file.
• Actively block the email or file sharing from taking place.

Data Breach
• Cloud App Security (CAS) trigger various alerts based on anomaly detection
policies such as “Mass download by a single user”.
• Information such as affected user, data breach location, user geographical
location and IP addresses will be useful for an investigation.
• Immediate remediation can be achieved in the alert, to suspend user account
and prevent further breach.

Endpoint
Protection
• Microsoft Defender for Endpoint – a Leader in Endpoint Protection Platforms
(Magic Quadrant, 2020).

• Behavioral detections and multi layered protection built into Windows 10 to
contain threats.

Phishing,
Malware &
Spam
• Microsoft Defender for Office 365 uses advanced anti-phishing and antimalware features to protect email recipients.

• Spoof intelligence directs sender’s email into junk folder, preventing users
from potential phishing attempts.
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Web
Filtering
• Protect your organization by blocking access to malicious, hacked, or
inappropriate websites with FortiGuard Web Filtering. Web filtering is the first
line of defense against web-based attacks. Malicious or hacked websites, a
primary vector for initiating attacks, trigger downloads of malware, spyware,
or risky content.

Customer References: Microsoft 365 Migration and Implementation & UTP services
Selected examples
Customer request

Highlights

Email, SharePoint Online, OneDrive for Business, Team
Deployment

•

Microsoft 365 Migration

Email migration, SharePoint deployment, Team Deployment,
Intune, Power BI

•

To design, implement and setup of Microsoft 365 Migration.

Email Migration, SharePoint Online Migration, Team
Deployment, Microsoft Security Enhancement

•
•

SAP on Azure
Microsoft 365 Migration

Tenant Domain Migration

•

Provide consultation, advise, implementation of the splitting of the tenant domain

Fortigate Managed Service

•

Firewall managed services.

Fortigate Firewall

•

Data Connect Technologies install and configure firewall for one of our clients.

Infrastructure Project

•

Data Connect Technologies manage infrastructure project with our customer and help with
the installation includes firewall to them.

Our
Key Milestone

2019

✓ Software Business Unit launch
✓ Microsoft Gold & Managed Partner
✓ Fortinet MSSP Partner

2020

Today!

2016

Davao Office
Set-up
2003

DAVAO

Established

✓ Certified ISO 27001
✓ Awarded the Singapore Fastest Growing
SME 2020 and 2021
✓ Financial Times – Top 500 High Growth
Company Asia Pacific

✓ Pre-approved Vendor IMDA Go Digital
Grant - Covid-19 support

2005

Data Centre
Services

✓ Pre-approved Vendor UTP PSG package
application (2020)
✓ Document management application in
process (2021)

2007

Co-Location &
Private Cloud

Tech-and-GO! Grant
UTP Package (After 80% grant by NCSS)
PRICING PACKAGES: Unified Threat Protect (FG-60F)

PRICING PACKAGES: Unified Threat Protect (FG-100F)

Tech-and-GO! Grant Microsoft License Package
(After 80% grant by NCSS)

• Professional service and training available

Our On-going Security Services Offerings
Security is an on-going activity. Once you get your IT systems protected and secured,
you will need on-going assistance to ensure that systems stay protected and maintained.
We can help! Our ongoing security services
includes any or all the following:

•
•
•
•
•

Implementing and maintaining security tools such as Secure Score, Advanced Threat Protection and others
Patch management
Maintain regulatory and other compliance requirements
Threat response
24x7 Security Monitoring Services (SOC)

Contact us for more information and pricing!

Customer & Partner
Feedbacks
Recent years, DCT has assisted many
companies in digital transformation. Our
customers’ stories has been launched in
Microsoft Web Portal.
Ref: Microsoft’s Customer Stories
During this Covid-19, DCT has partnered
with Microsoft and IMDA to share the
experience on how to deal with the New
Normal

!

Contact Us

Email: software@d-connect.net
Contact: +65 800-1014-209
Website: https://d-connect.net/
NCSS members may apply for the Tech-and-GO! grant to
support this digital solution.
For more information, please visit https://go.gov.sg/tng
or contact Tech-and-GO@ncss.gov.sg
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